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17. November 2022

Education and culture

Self-discovery drama at the Kinodrom // Special film on November
22 // Admission 6 euros // Tickets online or at the box office
This drama of self-discovery is about a philosophy lecturer from Berlin who travels to the
East German province for her mother's birthday. On the one hand, she experiences there
exactly what she fled from, on the other hand, she feels a certain sense of home and
connection. The film will be shown as part of the series "Der besondere Film" on Nov. 22 at
Kinodrom Bocholt. Tickets are available at www.kinodron.de or at the box office

Content

The self-discovery drama "Alle reden übers Wetter" is about 39-year-old Clara, who lives in
a Berlin shared apartment and is a philosophy lecturer. She has a teenage daughter who
lives with her ex and is having an affair with one of her students. Professionally, she is
supported by her doctoral mother Margot. For her birthday, Clara visits her mother in the
Mecklenburg province. In her old home, she has to deal with the expectations and
rejections of her family and with old acquaintances. There she also realizes how far she
has drifted away from her roots on her way to a self-determined life.

The film is directed by Annika Pinske. Trailer and info at

https://www.kinodrom.de/detail/98141/Alle%20reden%20%C3%BCbers%20Wetter

About the special film campaign

The film series "KINO Bocholt - the special film" has been taking place since 1977. On the
initiative of the Department of Culture and Education of the City of Bocholt, selected films
are usually presented every 2nd and 4th Tuesday of the month in cooperation with the
Kinodrom Bocholt.

The aim is to present exceptional films - which would otherwise not be shown in the
cinemas of Bocholt - to an interested audience of any age.

Cinema tickets can be purchased for 6 euros at the box office of the Kinodrom Bocholt or
online via the website www.kinodrom.de .
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